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Abstract  
Multi-agent -- or microscopic behavioral -- traffic simulations treat entities of the real world -- 
persons, vehicles, traffic signals, etc. -- as entities in the simulation.  This means keeping track of several 
millions of such entities in typical simulations of urban or regional systems. 
Progress in programming languages, in particular the advent of object-oriented languages together 
with powerful container libraries, has considerably lowered the effort necessary to program and maintain 
such systems.  Still, there are issues that languages (and hardware) could support better, such as object 
uniqueness, or pluggability of behavioral modules. 
At the same time, progress in hardware has helped to compute such urban or regional systems at 
reasonable speed.  Parallel/distributed computing is possible, but has in the past been hampered by the 
need to manually serialise/deserialise objects when they are migrated from one CPU to another. Multi-
threading may be able to come to the rescue but poses some challenges. 
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